SOLUTION
TRIAL
CISCO STEALTHWATCH CLOUD
PROTECT YOUR CLOUD ASSETS
AND PRIVATE NETWORK

SEE WHAT RISKS EXIST ON YOUR NETWORK WITH
OUR 2-WEEK SECURITY VISIBILITY ASSESSMENT.
THERE’S NO COST TO YOU.
Improve security and incident response across the distributed network, from the office to
the public cloud. Detect threats in real time. Reduce false positives. Gain actionable security
intelligence to make your security team more efficient. And do it all while lowering costs.
WITH CISCO STEALTHWATCH CLOUD YOU CAN:
- Identify indicators of compromise in real time
- Automate threat detection and alerting
- Reduce security incident response times
- Understand network entity behavior
- Deploy in minutes, not hours or days, in on-premises or
Amazon Web Services (AWS) environments
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CISCO STEALTHWATCH CLOUD
AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION
AND THREAT DETECTION
Stealthwatch Cloud
automatically detects early
indicators of compromise.
These include insider threat
activity, malware, and
multistaged attacks. It also
identifies policy violations,
misconfigured cloud assets,
and user error and misuse.

VALUABLE ALERTS
Stealthwatch Cloud receives
a wide variety of network
telemetry and logs. It uses
modelling to determine each
entity’s role. If an entity
shows abnormal behaviour
or signs of malicious activity,
an alert is generated so you
can quickly investigate it.
Current customers
rate 96% of Stealthwatch
Cloud alerts as “helpful.”

REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE
You can easily monitor your
organisation for compliance
with industry regulations
such as the Payment Card
Industry (PCI) standard, the
Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), and the Federal
Information Security
Management Act (FISMA).

EASY MANAGEMENT
AND SCALABILITY
Stealthwatch Cloud is
delivered as software as a
service (SaaS), making it
easy to try, easy to buy,
and simple to use. There is
no specialised hardware to
purchase, no software
agents to deploy, and no
special expertise required.

WHY NOT PROTECT HERE

HOW TO DEPLOY STEALTHWATCH CLOUD
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Interested in how Cisco Stealthwatch Cloud can help you secure your environment, then see what risks
exist on your network with our 2-week Security Visibility Assessment. There’s no cost to you.
For more information, please contact your account manager or the
Natilik team on 0203 597 8000.
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